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In addition to the narrow resonances from the hy pertine structure of the NO2 exited state, ZI broad resonance appars 
in the optical radio frequency double reso.nance spectrum_ It has a pressure-independent linewrdth. corresponding to a life- 
time of 0.1 + 0.1 ms, \vhich is attributed to the preparation of .t nonstationary state by the excitation source. 

1 _ Introduction 

One of the puzzles of the visible absorption spec- 
trum of nitrogen diodde is the discrepancy between 
the value of the lifetime measured in radiative decay 
and the lifetime obtained in magnetic depolarization 
studies (Hanle efffect) [ I?_] _ The difference amounts 
to a factor of ten or more. In order to solve this riddle 
a model was introduced [3,4] F which assumes that 
underlying each level excited in the visible region is a 
freer structure, called a “bunch structure”, consisting 
of two sublevels whose spacing is about 10 MHz or 
less_ With this bunch structure we were able to show 
that an intramolecular dephasing process in the iso- 
lated molecule causes the coherence time obtained 
from the Hanle effect measurements to differ from 
the radiative lifetime_ Moreover, it was possible to 
give a simple explanation for the observed dependence 
of the coherence time on the rotational quantum 
number of the excited state. This model makes a fur- 
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ther prediction_ namely. that the radiative excitatton 
prepares the NO, molecule in a nonstationary state 
with a -‘lifetime” r. = 0.5 ys in the yellow-red region 
of the visible absorption spectrum_ The present study 
presents a double resonance experiment carried out 
on NO?. This experiment gives results that are in good 
agreement with this model. In particular, a state \+ith 
a lifetime of 0.4 5 0.1 ~.ls is observed. 

2. Experimental method 

The experimental setup is the same as in the pred- 
ous double resonance study [S] of NO-, and WU only 
be described briefly here. A traditional-orthogonal 
geometry is used. The laser beam (single-mode dye 
laser with a bandwidth of less that 50 MHz) propa- 
gates along the X axis. The laser beam is linearly po- 
larized with its electric vector pointing along the 2 
axis, the same direction as the static magnetic field 
HO_ The NO, sample, typically at a pressure of 10 
mTorr and a temperature of 300 K, is located at the 
origin. The resulting fluorescence after passing through 
a polarization analyzer and a Coming 2-3 cutoff fil- 
ter that suppresses the scattered laser light by a factor 
of 10” is viewed by a photomultiplier along the Y 
a&. The polarization analyzer is oriented to transmit 
fluorescence whose electric vector is along the X atis. 

-4 radio frequency field, H, , oriented perpendicular 
to Ho is applied to the NO, sample. ?he rf field has a 
f=ed amplitude HI and a fured frequency Y_ It is 
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brought intc resonance with the separation of the ex- 
cited state magnetic sublevels by scanning the magnet- 
ic fieId Ho_ The resonance condition is 

JW =gctgHn , (1) 

where pg is the Bohr magneton, g the excited state g 
factor, and Iz PIanck’s constant. To improve the signal- 
to-noise ratio, we use phase sensitive detecrioc. For 
this purpose the magnetic field Ho is moduIated at a 

frequency of about 340 Hz and the output of the 
photomultiplier is detected by a lock-in amplifier- 
The resonance signals obtained are to a good approxi- 
mation derivatives of Iorentzian-shaped curves when 
plotted as a function of the magnetic Eeli strength 
Ho_ Previously assigned rotational transitions are se- 

lected in the 5933 A region [9] and the 6125 A region 
[I 01. Laser -power levels are measured with a Spectra 
Physics model 404 power meter. 

3. Results 

Fig_ 1 presents the resonance structure obtained by 
exciting the 3,-,3 + 404 transition at 5934.47 A_ Two 
traces are shown under the same experimental condi- 

tions except that the upper trace has twice the rf 

field power than the lower one_ Because of slight op- 
tical misalignment of the magnetic tieid W. with the 

pofarization of the Iaser bezm, a HanIe effect signal 
appears in both traces at zero magnetic field_ At high- 
er magnetic field three double resonance s,gnaIs are 
evident corresponding to the three hyperfine sublevels 

of each rotatiod level (the main constituent of ni- 

trogen die_xide is t4N1502 with nucIear spin I = 1) 
[S]. The three narrow resonances whose positions are 
indicated by the vertica1 dotted lines are rf power 
broadened; their shapes are deformed by muhhple rf 
quantum transitions- ExtrapoIation to zero rf power 
gives a Iinewidth of these three resonances which with- 
in the precision of the experiment is the same as that 
of the HanIe effect resonance. 

3-L Observarion of a broad resonazzce sigzai 

Particular attention is caIIed to the broad resonance 
feature which can be recognized cIearIy in the upper 

trace (see the dashed curve) of fig_ I_ This resonance 

structure is obtained with a 30 mW unfocused Iaser 
beam OS cm in diameter_ Both traces were obtained 
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Fig. I. Double resonance signal as a function of static magnet- 
ic field Ho_ Superimposed on the three narrow resonances 
from the hq perfme components is a broad resonance which 
becomes more apparent with increasing rf power (compare 
upper and iower trxes). The HanIe signal also appears at 
Ho=& 

after signal averaging for 4 h. By focusing the laser 

beam to a diameter less than O-1 cm the dependence 
of the resonance structure on laser power was deter- 
mined_ Fig. 2 shows a piot of the amplitude of the 

broad structure, the HanIe effect, and the tota fluo- 
rescence intensity versus laser power. The amplitudes 
of the narrow doubIe resonance signaIs are not in- 

cluded in fig_ 2_ As the Iaser power increases, the rela- 
tive amplitudes of the narrow resonances compared 
to that of the broad structure decreases, making quan- 

titative measurement not possible. Fig. 3 presents a 
plot of the dependence of the broad resonance struc- 
ture amplitude on the square of the laser power_ Con- 
trary to what is observed for the Hanle effect and for 
the total fluorescence signal, the broad resonance 

structure cIearIy shows a quadratic dependence on 

laser power. 
This broad resonance feature was observed in a11 
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Fig. 2. Plot of the signal amplitudes versus laser Po\cer for the 
Hanie effect, the tok fluorescence, and the braid resonance 
feature. 

IeveIs investigated previousIy (see tab1e 1 of ref_ @])_ 
However the detailed studies reported here were only 
performed on the transition indicated in fig_ l_ Be- 
cause the NO2 absorption spectrum is thou-&t to con- 

sist of a continuous spectrum underIying the discrete 

spectrum [I 11, a search was made for the broad res- 
onance when the laser is tuned -between two discrete 

absorption lines. No resonance signal could be detect- 
ed under these conditions_ 

3.2. Dependence on magnetic field strength 

A study of the broad resonance as a function of 
magnetic fieid strength was aiso made. It was found 

:LAsER FcMm,2 (mW2 
Fig. 3_ Plot of the amplitude of the broad resonance feature 
versus the square of the laser power. 

that the amplitude of the broad structure depends on 

the strength of H1 as described by the Bloch equa- 
tions. The broad structure disappears when the rf 
field is turned off and depends on the frequency v 

and the magnetic field Ho in such a way that eq. (1) 

is fulfilled for g = 0.20 2 0.03, in the investigated 
range (H, < 20 G). This g factor differs markedly from 
the g factors observed for the three narrow resonances_ 

even when the g values of the hyperfme components 
are averaged together. 

3-L Dependeme OR X0, pressure 

It was found that the ampiitude of the broad resc- 

nance increases linearly with NO, pressure between i 
and 5 mTorr, increases more slowly with yet higher 

NO2 pressures, reaching a maximum value around 10 
mTorr, and decreases at still higher pressures, vanish- 

ing at pressures larger than 50 mTorr_ The pressure 
dependence of the narrow resonance could not be de- 
termined because of the poor signal-to-noise ratio. 

The width of the broad resonance does not vary 
with IV02 pressure in the investigated pressure range 

(l-20 mTorr). However, the width does shop a weak 
dependence on the magnitude of H, _ Extrapolation 
to zero rf power gives a linewidth Av (fwhm) of Av = 

0.8 + 0.2 MHz which corresponds to a lifetime oi 

r=(o_4-t0_1)x 1c-6s_ (2) 

4_ Discussion 

From the above results we conclude that the broad 
structure with its different lifetime and g value from 

that of narrow resonances must belong to a state lb) 
which is not any of the three states la) (a = 1,2,3) 
representing the hyperfke components of the assigned 
upper level. It might be thought that the laser is ex- 
citing an electronic state of NO, that Lies at twice the 

frequency of the visible transition. Indeed, such ex- 
cited states of X02 are known, but they do not fiu- 

oresce because of predissociation [ 111. Moreover, this 
hypothesis can be ruled out because the broad struc- 

ture occurs only as a double resonance signal but nor 
in the Hanle effe-ct . 

An ahernative explanation for the existence of the 
broad structure is provided by a model for the radia- 

tive properties of NO2 [4] which in part has been de- 
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scribed previously [3 ] _ In this model the so-c&led 
‘B, excited state IeveIs In> consist of bunches of dose- 
Iy iying states, i.e. la>= {1&t>, k+, -_-, M,,>)- Optic31 

excitation prepares the molecule in a nonstationary 
state /a’>, which is a linear superposition of the [di>- 
The existence of such a nonstationary state with a 
“Iifetime” r,-, of about 0.5 ~.ci in the yeIIow-red region 
was deduced from the Han!e effect and double reso- 
nance experiments [3]. We identify this nonstationXy 
state with la’>. Compared to the radiative lifetime rR 
of the states [a> 70 is shorter by approximately two 
orders of magnitude_ Moreover, 7O is afso shorter than 
rhe coherence time Jo=, which is related to r0 by rc = 
(2&f+ 1)~~; hererx’is the :otationaI quantum number 
of the state IQ>_ The Iengthening of rc compared to r0 
is caused b> the molecule’s rotation acting as a reser- 
voir of orientation_ In the present study we associate 
lb> with the broad double resonance feature and 3 

-‘lifetime” q, with irs width. We find that TV is O-4 k 
0.1 gs. Within the precision of the experiment, this is 
the same 3s ro_ 

Therefore we offer the following interpretation for 
the broad resonance_ The radiation field causes ia> and 
[b} to be coupled by Stark mising during the time 7. 
that the molecule lives in the nonstationary state la’). 
The probability of finding the moiecuie in the state 
[b) is proportionai to the square of the Iaser intensity. 
A dephasing of [a’> probably causes the Stark mising 
matrix: eiement to disappear. Assuming that ILt) has a 
low probability for making a rzdhtive transition to 
the ground state, then the presence of lb) only mani- 
fests itself through the fluorescence fro,m la). However. 
any perturbation of the orientntion in [6) affects also 
the orientation in 1~) due to the coupling of these 
states during the time ro_ A superposition of t\\o res- 
onances signals in the double resonance experiment 
and in the Hanie experiment are therefore expected, 
one with a narrow Jinewidth proportional to i/r= 
from Ia>, the other with a broad linewidth proportion- 
aI to I/T,, from [b). This is obser:ed in the double res- 
onsnce study except that the hyperfine structure of 
the broad signal is not resolved_ However, the situa- 
tion is quite different in the HanIe effect. Because ia> 
is nearI>* compIeteiy depolarized at field strengths 
where the orientation of (b> is almost unaffected 
(since i. < ;-,), the Hanfe effect signal represents al- 
most completely the narrow signal From IQ). Actually, 
the I-kmle signal is expected to be the convoIution of 

the broad and narrow resonances, but because the 
broad resonance is nearly flat across the profde of the 
narrow resonance only the Iatter is detected_ 

In summary, we are able to explain the present ex- 
periments assuming that the opt&d excitation pre- 
pares the 1\102 molecule in a nonstationary excited 
state. In another experiment on NO,, Herman et al. 
[I 27 reported an opticai-infrared double resonance 
study in which the pressure-independent linewidth 
corresponds to a lifetime of about 0.6 f 0.3 ys. We 
note that this also is in g.ood agreement with the Iife- 

time i0 for the noflstationary excited state. Future 
studies on the spectroscopy of NO7 and the escited 
states of r&ted polyatomic molecules may require 
one to take into account the detailed nature of the 
excitation process [13]. 
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